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1. Introduction 

The Game Research Roundtable brought together at the Fak’ugesi African Digital Innovation 

Festival in Johannesburg, researchers working in Southern and Eastern Africa to give insights 

from their work and to discuss the future of gaming on the continent. 

Under the theme of ‘Strategies for Sustainability’, the objective of the Research Roundtable was 

to engage on key development challenges in the video game industries in Southern and East 

Africa. It served as a space to exchange views on how evidence-based research can enhance 

private and public support for the creation of local video game products, and build the industry 

as a whole. The Research Roundtable was aimed at engaging the producers of existing 

research to address the industry’s economic potential and the unique role it can play in 

addressing job creation within the creative industries and software sector.  Additionally to 

explore where the research may fall short in documenting and reporting on gaps, both in the 

research and in the industry. For the latter, the Research Roundtable was an open forum to 

which members of the public and the game development community could contribute 

experiences and positions in relation to the research presented. 

This report on the Research Roundtable is provided as a public document for the community to 

use and refer to in decision making. The report is published by Fak’ugesi African Digital 

Innovation Festival, transcribed by Christa Dee and formalised Dr. Tegan Bristow and Lisa 

Phasha in 2019.  The research roundtable and this report were developed with the support of 

German Cooperation Implemented by the GIZ.  The report should be read as partner report to 

the 2019 Futures and Networking report, also published on the Fak’ugesi Festival website.  
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2. Facilitators and Panel Members 

XOLILE VUNDLA of TechSprung and STEVEN SACK of the Wits Cities Institute, facilitators of 

the Games Research Roundtable. 

MARS MAASAI and DR AKATI KHASIANI of HEVA Fund in Nairobi, Kenya. Representing the 

work of their organisation and speaking to the Price Waterhouse Coppers report on 

Entertainment in Africa, which included industry research on the game industry in East Africa.  

NICK HALL of Make Games SA, the largest online community for game developers in South 

Africa. Representing industry research on gaming by Make Games SA and partners. 

DELON TARENTAAL of Rhodes University and the South African Cultural Observatory. 

Representing industry research produced by SACO in 2019 on the gaming sector.  

GABRIEL RAMOKOTJO of eKasi ESports. Representing a position on eSports and its 

development in South Africa, Soweto. 

3. Structure for the Roundtable 

 

● Introduction of speakers and frame for the discussion by Xolile Vundla. 

● Presentations of research by panel members. 

● Open discussion with speakers and audience. 

The 3 key topics that framed the roundtable 

1. Going from development to sustainability in the game development industry.  

2. Opportunities for hybrid and cross sector encounters. 

3. Identifying individuals and organisations who are able to develop new strategies and 

responses to the findings of the roundtable. 

 

Note: Significant points that link to talking points and outcomes and recommendations at the 

end of the document are highlighted.   
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4. Panel Presentations 

Nick Hall, Make Games SA 

Introduction: Hall produces an annual industry survey of local South African companies and 

follows research that relates to consumer markets in Africa. Hall has assisted corporations like 

Google and Apple on strategies for the continent. He was part of the trade delegation 

negotiating with the WHO on the addition of games addiction to the IEC 11. 

Hall considers his research to be broad and highlights that it is often used by others. There is 

very little data on the industry and therefore it is difficult to get an accurate picture of what is 

taking place across the continent regarding the gaming industry. Hall indicated that the most 

robust research is conducted by global research companies, such as PWC, but highlights that 

these are not built on primary or field research, but rather on what countries and companies are 

publicly reporting. This leads to inaccurate estimations on the consumer market, and leads to 

costly mistakes, leaving a negative mark with investors.  

Overview of Hall’s Research:  

Global: In 2018 the global industry for games was valued at around $137 billion (USD), with a 

global year on year growth of 6.2%.  It is larger than the film and music industries combined. 

The only two industries larger than it are TV and gambling. The African continent counts for less 

than 1.2% of this globally. 

South African Industry Growth: Hall reports that South African developers collected around 

R150 million in 2018, and South Africa has seen a 75% year on year growth over the past few 

years, which he believes will start slowing down as the businesses driving this growth begin to 

mature. Hall indicates that while growth is normalising in South Africa, developers are taking on 

international clients and earning foreign currency. International contracts can skew results as a 

single big contract can treble the value of the industry. Hall highlights that despite the relative 

size of the South African industry, there are currently 52 companies that are active. 

South African Industry Focus: Hall indicates that IP creation (people making their own games) is 

the primary driver in the gaming industry in South Africa, and highlights that the services is an 

important part of the industry, which is often overlooked. Hall states that servicing international 

and local brands accounts for nearly half the revenue coming out of South Africa.  

Consumers spend up to $150 million (USD) on gaming globally. In South Africa this is estimated 

at $80 million (USD) for gaming. Hall highlights the large discrepancy in this in relation to the 

South African developers revenue, and indicates that if the value is true, it is likely to include 

online gambling or the consumption of gaming content is predominantly foreign IP. 
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In South Africa there is no expectation to reach all 10 million gamers in the country due to the 

fact that developers make relatively niche games and do not deploy to international platforms. 

Not all of the audience are going to buy the games being produced in the country. People 

advocate for developers to be making games for an African market, but Hall makes a point that 

this will not result in sustainable business because people will not buy the games. In conclusion, 

Hall’s position is that developers should aim to go international and this should be the strategy 

going forward for the industry. He additionally indicates that this can include international 

audiences consuming African content, highlighting that it is about getting to the international 

space in a form that people will understand. 

 

On Mobile Games: Hall indicates that it is estimated that half a million people in SA spend on 

mobile games. There are arguments made relating to the size of the potential market with 

approximately 3 smartphones per user in South Africa's population of 56 million, yet Hall 

believes that people are not going to spend money on games and this therefore reduces the 

market.  Hall indicates that games that have generated income in South Africa have historically 

been on either PC or console. 

Hall indicated that In wanting to reach an African market people fall into the trap of deciding to 

create a mobile game. Mobile accounts for more than half of consumer spend globally. 

However, 98% of that revenue goes to 5 major companies. South African companies do not 

have the marketing budgets of the major companies and so are unable to compete on that level. 

These mobile games are primarily based on the expensive free-to-play model. In South Africa 

there is no infrastructure for this and there is no financing for this to be able to compete. There 

are not large enough studios and there are no development pipelines to be able to sustain a 

free-to-play game. 

The half a million premium sales in the mobile market in South Africa  account for less than 2% 

of the income derived. There have been problems around how to monetise mobile games. Only 

recently had Google Merchant Support added to South Africa which allows for the free-to-play 

and premium model. There are moves towards alternative monetization type forms. There might 

be a slight swing back to premium. Advertising seems to be the main model that people are 

currently moving towards.  
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Mobile is a dangerous sector to be moving into, particularly when paired with the advent of the 

WHO ruling on the issue of gaming addiction. It is important to acknowledge that a lot of the 

monetisation that happens in the mobile sector is gambling and the industry is being regulated. 

There is already a decline in the above mentioned model. 

One needs to get around 1 million downloads on your platform or game to start making money. 

It is difficult to reach out to that many people without a large marketing budget. People who 

have been successful and people who have sustainable businesses have focused on other 

platforms. Discoverability is still an issue but the ecosystems are getting better. 

Training and Areas for Investment: In South Africa there is a critical skills shortage at the 

intermediate and senior levels. Graduates coming out of university are qualified but not able to 

do the work required by the industry. On the job training may get them where they need to be. 

However, there are a number of challenges to the achievement of this: 

1. There are not enough studios in South Africa to offer employment to graduates. 

2. Graduates will often move to the gambling or traditional IT space where they are 

offered more money, meaning very few graduates employed within studios stay 

long enough to reach intermediate and senior levels. 

Waiting for the skills and experience problem to be solved organically in SA is going to take too 

long and will result in missed opportunities. A potential solution would be to attract experienced 

foreign studios of all sizes to establish themselves in South Africa. They need to be made aware 

that there is an existing ecosystem and that set up in South Africa is likely to dramatically 

reduce their production costs. 

 

Delon Tarentaal, South African Cultural Observatory 

Introduction: The research team at SACO have an interest in all sectors of the cultural and 

creative industries in South Africa. They identified that the visual arts is the fastest growing 

industry in SA. The research team then zoomed in on the online gaming industry in SA. 

Purpose of research: To investigate how revenue is generated on 3 different gaming industry 

segments - computer (PC/Laptop), console (X Box & PS4), and mobile (mobile phone and other 

handheld devices). 

General Research Findings: Globally there was a large growth in the gaming industry between 

2012 - 2018. After 2011 there was a marked increase in ESports prize pools which went from 

$50 000 (USD) to $1.6 Million (USD). In South Africa there has been stagnant growth for PC 
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and console between 2012-2018. However, the mobile industry has been growing with the 

global gaming industry. 

The research looked at what is happening to the mobile game industry, ESports, monetising 

strategies and the streaming of games. The following are identified aspects that are causing the 

rise in mobile revenue streams: 

● Accessibility: it is easier to obtain a phone compared to a gaming PC or console. 

●  Mobile games are played on portable devices so one can play anywhere provided 

there is access to high speed internet and large bandwidth. But that is not sufficient 

because the data costs in South Africa are extremely high. 

● The high costs of data have been counteracted to some degree by mobile devices 

being able to connect to wireless networks. 

● Touch screen technology, larger screen space and the developers can make 

customised controls. 

 

Impact of Purchasing Models: In console games the reduction of the more traditional ‘over the 

counter’ system (purchasing physical copies of games from a physical store) has helped with 

the growth of gaming.  

 

Add-ons in Mobile Gaming: Developers do not have to create a complete game. They are able 

to use and release unfinished games, and later create and sell add-ons. This extra content is 

sold as DLCs to purchase to expand the lifespan of the game. The benefit of add-ons is that it 

relieves developers of some of the initial workload. Instead of having a set deadline to complete 

a game, they can release an unfinished version and later on release the added content. 
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ESports Overview: ESports is the third possible contributor to revenue in SA which is defined  

as competitive gaming at a professional level. This year globally there were two $30 million 

tournaments. The winners of each of these tournaments won in excess of $3 million each. 

ESports also helps to change the game experience. It is no longer a private good, but a public 

good. ESports tournaments are streamed on Twitch, YouTube, Facebook and other streaming 

platforms. This allows viewers to interact with other viewers as well as the streaming 

professionals. The ESports scene is part of a gamer package. It stimulates demand for games 

as well as maintains demand by showing new perspectives on how players can consume 

games. 

International boundaries and distance creates difficulties for ESports in Southern Africa. When 

playing popular games on the international circuit, international players have an advantage. If a 

player from Southern Africa is playing one of these games, the player has to play with 240 

millisecond ping, whereas my competitor is playing with zero ping. In that sense the Southern 

African player will never improve at the game at the same rate as they are always playing from 

this disadvantage. Further up in Africa players play with between 60 - 80 ping. This means they 

are more capable of competing at an international level 

An indication of the earning discrepancies, shows the highest earning international player 

throughout his career so far by playing Doda 2 has earned $6.9 million (USD). The highest 

earning SA player has earned $41 000 (USD). 

South African Industry Research: The PWC Entertainment and Media Outlook report predicted 

that South Africa would have a compound annual growth rate of 19.8% between 2017 and 

2022. It also predicted a growth rate of 20.2% in the ESports scene. Tarentaal highlights that 

Hall’s research found that the gaming industry has been growing rapidly since 2014 / 2016 from 

29.7 million in 2014 to 100 million in 2016. This was used as the baseline for South African 

Cultural Observatory's assessment of how much the SA gaming industry is worth. 

The South African Cultural Observatory study looked at 108 companies. This included both 

gaming and animation companies. Through their research they found a large overlap between 

these two sectors. 3 categories were identified: 

● 29 game studios. 

● 25 studios producing games and animations. 

● 54 animation studios. 

Hall’s research found 31 active game studios in SA. The South African Cultural Observatory  

found 54, indicating a growth rate of 38.5% over two years. There is also an indication of an  

overlap in the film and game sector, due to the uptake of AR and VR elements. 
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The companies are more centred in specific areas of SA - majority of these gaming and/or 

animation companies were created in Gauteng and Western Cape, particularly in Johannesburg 

and Cape Town. These companies diversify their products across PC, console and mobile. 

●  49 companies creating games for PC. 

● 7 companies for console. 

● 32 for mobile games. 

● Only 6 produce for all 3 platforms. 

Companies were asked to indicate their medium revenue. Only 11 companies responded, 

resulting in the need to extrapolate. With gaming and animation combined, the total estimated 

turnover was R384 million and the turnover for gaming was R158 million indicating a 58% 

increase from Hall’s study. This indicates a 26.9% compound annual increase over the last 2 

years. 

Challenges faced by the Companies in the Study: 

● Lack of skills and experience in intermediate and senior levels. 

● Lack of funding for business operations as well as training purposes. 

● Difficulty penetrating international markets because there is increased 

competition from more established firms. 

● Inconsistent demand. 

The South African Cultural Observatory is conducting a study looking at consumers in South 

Africa. So far they have found that most consumers are omnivores with regards to the games 

they will play. However, they tend to be more focused in the game genre they consume. The 

high cost of data and connectivity is a contributing factor. 

Opportunities listed by the Companies in the Study: 

● The ability to create high quality work at a lower cost. 

● The ability to tell unique African stories which larger global companies 

cannot. 

● Low production costs for international service work. 

● South Africa has a young, growing population that considers gaming as a 

business. 

However, the SA gaming industry cannot fully take advantage of these opportunities because 

the industry is not transforming. 
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● Only 19% of all the employees are black, coloured or Indian. 

● The firms themselves indicated that the industry is white male dominated. 

This is connected to the fact that white males are able to access and 

complete the education and training required to get into the industry. They 

are also able to afford to enter this risky industry of uncertain demand and 

income. Finally, most white males would have been exposed gaming from 

a very young age. 

Improvements Needed as stated by the Companies in the Study: 

● Access to education for gaming disciplines. 

● Increase technical skills training as well as industry experience, preferably 

international experience. 

● The provision of subsidies such as tax breaks and other business support 

to reduce financial risk. This will assist in increasing the supply of jobs in 

the gaming industry. 

● Exposure to gaming at school level. This is beginning to take place 

through efforts such as the high school ESports league - 27 schools in the 

country participating. The problem with this league is that some of the 

schools to not have a proper internet structure. This means they are 

unable to stream their content and get funding. It has also been difficult to 

get more schools to participate  and to find possible avenues for funding. 

Conclusion: The study found that it would be best for companies to try and develop partnerships 

with international distributors. Improving an awareness of international trends is important - 

looking at the Twitch metrics and identifying the kind of games being made and played 

internationally. 

 

Mars Masaai & Dr Akati Khasiani, HEVA Kenya 

Introduction to HEVA and its research approach: HEVA is Africa's first dedicated finance, 

business support and knowledge facility for creative industries. It is based in Nairobi and was 

started in 2014. They have a portfolio of 20 businesses that they are assisting based in the 

creative industries. HEVA invests in creative industries first by dividing into core value chains. 

Since 2018 they have established 3 main value chains. 

● Fashion - with a focus on retail and manufacturing. 

● Music and live events. 

● Digital content. 
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There is an internal debate in HEVA on whether to put gaming with digital content or to create a 

new value chain for it. 

HEVA's engagement with the gaming industry in Kenya: In 2019 HEVA made the decision to 

start actively engaging with gaming in Kenya. Their engagement in any value chain starts with 

preliminary research to identify the gaps and challenges the developers and organisers are 

experiencing. The HEVA approach to preliminary research involves first talking to the people on 

the maker side to understand the challenges they are facing. It is easier for HEVA, given their 

resources, to start designing interventions on their level and do market research at a later stage. 

This informs how they can lead into product development. For gaming, the research has been 

structured into two phases: 

● Looking at stakeholders and practitioners as well as those who are 

engaged in ESports to understand the set of challenges they are facing 

currently. 

● Consumer and market data - this will take place later. 

There are few statistics available on their local gaming sector. However, there is information that 

has been made available to them through industry professionals they have been engaging with. 

Other statistics they are accessing come from the PWC reports. When approaching the study, 

HEVA split the gaming sector into 2 categories - ESports and game development. 

The gaming sector in Kenya values at around $9.5 million (USD). Based on the PWC reports 

this is estimated to rise to about $25 Million (USD) in 2021. This is an estimate of revenue. 

HEVA is skeptical of that figure. This skepticism is based on knowing the revenue being made 

in South Africa (which is more developed in gaming consumption and production) and the 

numbers that other markets on the continent are making comparatively. Through the completion 

of their study, HEVA aims to come up with a figure that is more realistic, and will be able to 

accurately inform and not mislead investors. 

 

The majority of the HEVA research is taken from a finance position, with the aim of assisting in 

access to finance and market. In-house they do not have a lot of technical capacity as far as 

gaming is concerned. No one has hands on experience in game development.  

HEVA preliminary research - Phase One Insights: HEVA interviewed 10 stakeholders in the 

gaming sector, which included companies from development to ESports. 

ESports: The organising of ESports tournaments and connected activities is fairly 

nascent in Kenya. The first tournament took place in 2011. Until 2015 tournaments were 

organised in neighbourhoods and small houses. In 2015 there was a move into bigger 
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convention spaces. From 2015 there was also an increase in the number of tournaments 

taking place - participation in 2 tournaments a year and 5-6 major tournaments locally. 

The first challenge is funding and monetisation of crowds. In 2015 tournaments 

saw crowds of 50-100 participants. Recent numbers see 500-1000 participants. 

No one has been able to monetise these audiences effectively. Once participants 

have entered the venue there have been no other successful ways to get them to 

spend more money. This is an area HEVA is attempting to offer assistance in by 

organising meet ups with potential sponsors, specifically corporate sponsors. In 

2015 prize pools averaged $1000 (USD) per tournament. In 2018 one of the 

biggest tournaments had a prize pool of around $15 000 (USD). This growth is 

generating interest from corporates in the sector. 

The second challenge is that Esports isn't taken seriously in Kenya. This is due 

to perceptions held by parents that it is a waste of time and that it is closely 

associated with the gambling sector. The body that is overseeing gambling 

businesses also manages ESports, making it difficult to undo idea that ESports is 

gambling. This challenge is experienced strongly when approaching corporate 

sponsors, but the increase in numbers and the size of tournaments helps to 

encourage an interest. 

The third challenge is scale in ESports. Most of the tournaments take place in 

Nairobi. There have been smaller tournaments organised by local partners but 

not on a scale that could compare to what is happening in Nairobi. The biggest 

issue that affects scaling is access to finance which HEVA is hoping to address 

with the link to corporates. They are hoping that in the next few years there will 

be tournaments kicking off on a national scale. In 2019 the Africa ESports 

Championship is being organised and will be hosted in Nairobi. About 24 African 

countries are involved. 

Game development: There is no graduate program in Kenya dedicated to teaching game 

development. There are only two schools that are involved in teaching skills that are 

closely related to gaming, and these skills revolve around animation. This is important 

for game development, but is not a core part. As a result, most of the game developers 

in Kenya are self-taught and access training online.  

Through talks with one of HEVA's key funders, the AFD, there are plans to organise a 

partnership between Kenyan education institutions and one of the biggest gaming and 

animation schools in France. The current focus is on how to develop a program for this 

exchange that is focused towards industry development.   

The first challenge is that the local curriculum is not up to par with international 

programs. HEVA is working to find funding to facilitate a skills exchange or 

knowledge transfer program where trainers from specific Kenyan schools 

undergo training in France.  
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The second challenge is access to finance. HEVA is the only organisation 

investing in the creative industries in Kenya. Anyone who wants to access 

finance who has not contacted HEVA has to approach banks. Banks do not have 

an understanding of what gaming is and its future market potential. Almost every 

game developed in Kenya has been self-funded. In order for the industry to grow 

there needs to be investment and that is one of HEVA's key interests moving 

forward. This is the case HEVA are hoping to make with the second phase of 

their research. At the moment they are turning small pockets of money towards 

skills programs and workshops. 

The third challenge is copyright registration. HEVA is engaged in the 

conversation around the copyright amendment bill in Kenya. They have been 

able to conduct workshops to create awareness around copyright issues, 

particularly ones related to players in the gaming industry. There have not been 

concrete developments in the conversation around amending the bill. This 

process has been ongoing since 2014. This is an ongoing challenge which 

affects everyone across the creative industries in Kenya.  

 

The fourth challenge is monetisation. The most popular Kenyan game has made 

an estimate of $32 000 (USD) primarily through the app store. This is after 3 

years on the platform. No Kenyan company has ever made it to console. Anyone 

who has made it to PC has had to self-fund. Access to market is a sister 

challenge to this. 

The fifth challenge is the difficulty for women to enter and advance in the industry 

- referring to ESports and game development. HEVA is focusing on how to get 

more women into training to develop games, the playing of games and 

supporting them along their path. 

A sixth challenge is that there is no lone ministry for gaming in Kenya, and in 

order for progress to take place this is required for any sector. No ministry is 

taking full ownership of gaming, which means that there is no national budget, 

and no one working on national protocols or processes. HEVA wants to involve 

the ministry of education for the inclusion of coding and computer skills related to 

gaming within the curriculum from a young age. Computer education in schools 

is currently quite basic. HEVA is working on allocating and encouraging a 

government body to take up gaming. Gaming's reputational issue makes this 
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difficult, and so this needs a carefully considered approach. ESports is easier to  

for people to engage with. Another strategy is to work with comic cons and make 

a connection between gaming and comics. There are also attempts being made 

to present the benefits of cross sector connections.  

 

 

Conclusion: HEVA is committed to assist, and states that their involvement does not necessarily 

need to be through money. They are leading conversations between local and international 

stakeholders and finding ways to address the above mentioned challenges. 

 

Steve Sack, Wits Cities Institute 

Context for research: The GIZ commissioned a study to map the SA creative and cultural 

entrepreneurial system in SA. This was done in 6 countries - Senegal, Kenya, Iraq, Lebanon, 

Morocco and SA. This was a 27-day research process and Sack undertook to do the research 

for SA. This research was done in reference to the 9 UNESCO domains. 

Research process: Sack decided that gaming and animation were going to be an important area 

to look at. The research process kicked off with Sack attending the national film summit in 

Johannesburg. The film lobbyists had pushed aside gaming and animation. They were not on 

the agenda despite sitting in the same domain and that the SA government uses the UNESCO 

domains. DTI, DAC and the IEC, critical players for funding, development, etc. were present. 

These are also the players who helped to fund the film industry. Commitments were made for 

ongoing funding to the film industry, and gaming and animation were sidelined. 

Sack then attended the International Animation Festival in Cape Town which had  all of the 

foreign embassies in attendance. This was similar to an event that took place in SA for visual 

arts in the 1970s and dance in the 1980s. There was an awareness of the critical focus based 

on where the foreign embassies were. Currently the interest appears to be around gaming, 

animation and related sectors.   
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Simplification of domains for research: Sack recognised that the reason the creative and cultural 

economy is difficult to manage is that there are 9 domains. It is so vast with many sub-sectors. 

This began the process of trying to simplify the way in which to comprehend and understand it, 

and then describe this back to make it easier for policy makers.  

Sector Position: Department of Arts & Culture receives 0.25 of 1% of the national budget. R4.8 

billion against a national budget of around R6 trillion. This is bigger than any country in Africa. 

The problem is that most of the money is already committed. There is funding already going to a 

number of cultural institutions, National Arts Council, National Film and Video Fund, etc. This is 

an environment in which there is no new money. There is a need to develop and implement a 

different kind of strategy and a different language. Part of the reason Sack continues to stay 

involved is to help lobby key people in government in order to see how to begin to unlock new 

revenue streams and the money to invest in the development of new games and animation. 

Festivals, events and awards as key for sector development - Sack made a strong case around 

the importance of festivals, events and awards. His analysis was done on this basis: 

When talking about small, medium and micro enterprises in the creative space it refers 

to specific players. The micro enterprise is the individual artist who owns intellectual 

property. The definition of a micro enterprise is less than R1 million/year. Those 

individuals are brought together by festivals which are potentially the small to medium 

enterprises.  

The festivals  become important instruments for driving a sector and they have to 

happen predictably every year. There is a concern for the state of our festival economy 

in SA. There has never been an understanding on the part of the DAC and DTI that 

there has got to be key festivals in the annual calendar that can start to become the 

Venice Biennial and the Comic Con, that can become powerful drivers of the sector.  

New legislation on Copyright and Protection -  Act no. 6 of 2019 The Protection, Promotion, 

Development and Management of the Indigenous Knowledge Act is a cause for concern 

according to Sack. African stories are going to be the space in which new content will be made 

from. According to Sack, this act may cause a battle ground around who owns the rights to 

these African stories and it is going to be a battle ground that is going to be misunderstood and 

misrepresented. A body or council is to be created in SA to report to and get authorization from. 

If we are starting to develop games and animations and cultural content based in African culture 

and tradition, it has the potential to be a very vexed and problematic space that we are trying to 

operate in. 
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Gabriel Ramokotjo, eKasi Esports 

Introduction: Gabriel has a background in animation, and was exposed to ESports in 2015/2016 

through YouTube. He noticed the large numbers of people watching an ESports tournament and 

thus sparked the idea to get involved.  

Learning about coding or being exposed to gaming in school, especially in the townships, is not 

considered as a crucial part of the curriculum.  As such, Gabriel only became exposed to the 

sector around 3 years ago. In 2017 Gabriel started intensifying his research into gaming and 

invited people for a workshop and discussion to understand what the gaming industry is about 

and why there are so few people of colour in it. He also attended his first Rage in 2017. Gabriel 

established an Esports company called ekasi Esports in 2017. Ekasi Esports has teams and 

players that compete in PUBG Mobile, FIFA, Tekken 7, and Counter-Strike: Global Offensive 

(CS:GO). 

His interest is in the development and growth of a gaming ecosystem in South Africa, as well as 

connecting people in the townships to ESports and other aspects of the gaming industry. 

Challenges: 

● Access to resources and finances. 

● Not having a background in the field. 

● Connectivity problems for competitive play. 

Developments: Gabriel established eKasi Tech Festival and Gaming Expo, with the objective to 

feed into ESports. As part of the first festival Gabriel invited Hall and other experts to discuss 

the industry and the lack of people of colour in the space. 

His focus on ESports is connected to the idea that it will take longer to get people into game 

development in South Africa. He and his team are currently working with schools to teach 

learners about ESports and to try to develop a curriculum. 

Sustainability: Gabriel and his team have partners that they work with; some contribute 

financially and others in different ways. They launched a gaming house last year so that players 

can practice 24hrs a day. They have not had any form of investment so far, meaning that to 

date everything has come from Gabriel and his team. They are also unable to call themselves 

professional gamers as this would imply that they are making a living from gaming, and this is 

not the case.  

Gabriel believes Tencent and the way in which it has developed an ecosystem is a good 

example for South Africa to borrow ideas from for ecosystem building. 
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5. Open Discussion 

Opening remarks from the floor: 

→ It is important to look at early childhood development to address the issues around the 

industry being dominated by white males. The gaming industry is also currently a middle 

class sector. 

→ More than 80% of people in the creative economy in SA are Black South Africans. So 

the penetration has happened in all the other domains, why is it delayed for gaming? 

Options to address the need for transformation in the industry: 

→ Graduates offer a huge opportunity for the industry - the SA state has invested a huge 

amount in getting people through tertiary education. It is important to work with the 

people who have acquired the skills and have the potential to move into the markets. 

Work with those people, figure out how to fund them and link them to viable companies. 

Try and develop around that and at that level. 

→ Work with existing social infrastructure - work in libraries. This is an existing resource 

invested in by the state. Bring in better internet connectivity and start running youth 

programmes where people self select and come voluntarily.  

→ Bring foreign embassies to one table for a more collective approach to growing the 

industry - get them to sit around the table because at the moment they are working 

separately and doing their own funding. It is important to get better coordination from the 

foreign players around support. 

Question of unskilled graduates: 

→ There is currently a mismatch in the skills graduates have and the skills the industry 

requires. The industry itself needs to begin to identify what its needs are and how this 

can be fed into learning institutions. 

→ Reflections on up-skilling graduates - Up-skilling graduates for positions within the 

sector may be the wrong approach as there are currently very few employment 

opportunities. One of South Africa's major studios recently scaled back 3/4 people and 

there are no junior positions opening up there at the moment. 
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Tech Hubs and access to funding: 

→ Tech hubs such as Tshimologong are in a unique space as they are able to draw on 

multiple types of funding. They can work with corporate CSI funding, government 

funding and international funding. There is an opportunity there. 

Primary Problem Area - there are very few viable companies in South Africa: 

→ The few viable companies do not want to hire juniors because most of them are made 

up of people in mid to senior positions. 

→ Time can be spent upskilling graduates but it is important to make sure there are 

companies to employ them. 

→ The lack of viable companies is related to issues around finance and creating 

sustainable businesses. 

→ There has not been one game made in South Africa that has not been self-funded. In 

order to get the money to publish a game, there needs to be a viable prototype which is 

self-funded. This is a luxury most South Africans do not have. 

→ The gaming industry is often expected to solve or account for social and structural 

issues that other creative industries are not expected to solve. 

The importance of taking developers on Trade Missions like Games Con: 

→ Nick has organised a trade mission through the DTI which cost R1 million and the 

return was R30 million. Unfortunately the funding was pulled but the connections made 

have assisted in growing networks, access to market and other aspects of the industry. 

Solving the problem of audience: 

→ It is important to look at the production aspect of the industry, but this must be done at 

the same time as reaching and developing local audiences. There is work being done in 

the VR industry in South America on how to develop production elements as well as 

audience development. This could offer insights on how to take this forward. 

Advertising and Advi-Games: 
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→ Graduates have basic skills and knowledge to be able to create customizable games. 

This can be pitched to brands for campaigns and events, and result in younger people of 

colour creating businesses or freelance work for themselves and others. They are able 

to produce games at cheaper production costs. 

→ Problem - this has been attempted before. However, it is not sustainable and does not 

result in large scale job creation. Advertising agencies have also dented this avenue by 

not understanding the value of the games being pitched to clients (how much it will cost 

to make a good quality game, the time involved in production, etc.). The budgets for 

making a game are not there because the work is not appreciated - people equate 

making a game to making a still or creating a short video but in reality costs considerably 

more. Until that value is able to be seen, people don't budget for it. 

Differentiate between ESports and Game Development as these require different 

approaches: 

→ One of the reasons there are no games being made in South Africa for ESports is 

related to the fact that there is uncertainty around who will actually buy and play the 

games, going back to questions around how the money used to make the game will be 

recouped. 

Question of Sustainability: 

→ Nick mentions that the success he has had with government has not been related to 

core gaming. This is unfortunate as that is where there is the most potential for revenue 

and job growth. 

→ The use of serious games - one of the key projects he was involved in with the 

Western Cape government two years ago was to run a competition about serious 

games. Game development companies were asked to collaborate with Non-profit 

organisations to come up with a game that would deal with a socio-economic issue in 

the Western Cape. A R1 million development budget was set aside for the winner. This 

worked well. That game has now gone to full production and launched into market. 

There is a need to think about the ethics of how we use these technologies for these 

kinds of transformative purposes; how do we use them for social change or activism. 
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The UK has a relatively good history of seeing serious games as valuable and valid 

mediums for entertainment and education. The good thing about serious games in the 

UK context is that most of the time the people who develop these games work with 

organisations that have the knowledge, the research and community outreach to give 

developers the correct data to work with. There is a communication between the sectors 

in serious games (eg: gaming with education, with health, etc.). In South Africa this is 

difficult because of the issues around who will fund the production, deployment and 

maintenance of the game. 

The importance of cross sector engagements: 

→ Those involved in games need to connect with those in finance, marketing and law to 

assist them in these crucial areas that will allow for the growth of sustainable 

businesses. 

→ Creating standard templates similar to the ones used in the construction industry in 

South Africa as a starting point for assisting with legal needs. 

→ It is important not just to focus on the development side, but also to work with 

producers, and distribution, etc. to develop the entire ecosystem. The South African film 

industry still struggles with distribution and the gaming industry can look to this as a way 

to identify gaps and lessons to be learnt. 

Gaming aspects in museums for educating learners: 

→ Games, VR and AR elements offer an interesting way to engage learners who visit 

museums and exhibitions. However, it is not at the point where it is suitable for mass 

education. This is because it is very demanding to bring these new technologies into the 

SA museum environment (need assistance to use devices, need to monitor constantly to 

make sure they are working). It is also very costly to produce these kinds of 

engagements. There is a South African company doing this work, but they mostly create 

work for international institutions because they will be paid a sufficient amount to 

produce the work. 

→ Games can be made cheaply but they will not be made well and will not be effective. 

Comparisons between the gaming industry and the South African film and music 

industries: 
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→ The film industry also had difficulty getting funding from government, but are now 

starting to make inroads. The quality of films has increased and there are more success 

stories of films and people in films internationally and locally.  

→ Government support of international film production in SA has increased the skills 

levels in SA, but skilled practitioners still need to leave the country in order to earn more 

and get greater recognition for their work. Additionally these tax rebates are not given to 

local producers, only to attract international ones. 

→ The gaming industry is still young. It is also important to get parents to understand the 

value of the industry. 

Ben Myres shares the story of how he and his partner Cukia Kimani got their 

game published: 

→ It started with sweat equity. Both Cukia and Ben were able to have financial safety 

nets which enabled them to work on it full time for a year, at which point it converted into 

a project investor. After this it moved forward to an international games publisher. Their 

sound and music team are an award-winning team for film and advertising. Their 

illustrator had never worked on a game before. All the animation was programmatically 

done. There was no need for a games animator. So almost the entire team except for 

Ben and Cukia were converted from other industries, emphasising the importance of 

cross sector engagements. 

→ Allowing juniors to create their own studios is a better way forward. Ben and Cukia 

made a studio and got to 69th best PC game of 2018 out of 5-10000 PC games released 

in that year. With the right infrastructure in place it can be done. Give graduates a small 

incubation phase when they leaving university, which will give them a chance to create a 

studio. Graduates receive a stipend with training, and they create a prototype they can 

pitch to funding and investors. It costs around 10% of full game production costs to make 

a prototype. Assist graduates to do this, create multiple studios and let the west take all 

the financial burden of funding the full game. If they do not get funding, you have skilled 

up the people who can work in other studios. This will deal with the important issue of 

creating more studios.   

→ Current challenge - there is no prototype funding, which means people have no safe 

space to fail and therefore people cannot take those risks. It is not a safe industry for 

people to fail in, because we have generational inequality. 

What models are available for the gaming industry to follow: 
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→ The South African film industry - the main problem is that it is not sustainable. It is 

reliant on government funding. There may be potential to borrow from the film and the 

music industry. 

→ Finland - 3rd largest games industry in the world. However, they only employ 3000 

people. Those 3000 people generate 3 billion euro a year. However it is not the South 

African government's priority to be creating tax revenue, but creating job opportunities, 

which is why the industry has not got the support it needs. 

Who should be part of the discussions to take this research forward: 

→ Premier's Office in Gauteng. The industry needs to get the right people in 

government involved to get opportunities. Jack Koseff is important here. 

→ NFVF (National Film & Video Foundation), they have a good financing structure in 

terms of grants for screenwriting etc. It would be useful to have something similar in 

video games as access to prototype funding is extremely difficult. 

→ South African Minister of Communications - has mentioned ESports in parliament. 

→ There needs to be a conversation with Education Institutions with a focus on skills 

development. 

→ Kenyan president has a Special Advisor on Small and Medium Enterprises, doing 

a lot of work around manufacturing. 

→ Skills Exchanges so to get experts to come and teach or send delegations of 

students. 

→ Corporates interested in investing or sponsoring in some way 

→ Ministry of Culture (Kenya) 

→ Ministry of National Government (Kenya) around legislation, taxation and copyright 

→ High Schools to try get ESports leagues growing and get kids involved and able to 

get provincial colours. Exposure at school - both in development and consumption. 
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→ International Investors 

→ Tech Companies to invest in the gaming industry 

→ Black Parents and Community Leaders 

→ Entrepreneurs and Business Developers to embed them into what the issues are. 

Once in and able to understand the issues are they will be able to adapt and assist. 

 

6. Summary of Outcomes & Recommendations 

The following key areas identified as key outcomes from the research roundtable.  

Training and Skills Development: 

1. Graduate programs in South Africa are well funded and well established. In Kenya new 

developments are being put into place to support curricular development for gaming in both 

private and public sector education, through local and international intervention. 

2. There is a critical skills shortage in South Africa in intermediary and senior level skills sets.  

3. Upskilling in an unskilled environment is not done easily by existing companies.  

4. Regional games industry cannot currently retain the junior graduates entering the industry. 

→ Recommendations:  

1. Collaboration on curricular development between African countries should be established, 

alongside that with international schools. 

2. Curricular development should address skills shortages for intermediate and pipeline work, 

either through the development of service industry with international companies and/or 

creating learning environments or agencies that engage the requirements of taking games to 

market and level two skill sets. 

Cross-Sector Engagement: 

1. Learning and working with other creative tech sectors in the region, can be beneficial 

supporting skills in the games industry. 

2. Learning from success of failures of the music and film industries can assist in both pre-

empting hurdles, but aligning the industry with Government support and policy development. 

→ Recommendations: 

1. Production and contractual templates and skilled practitioners - legal, financial, 

entrepreneurs, artists and musicians  - from other industries are available to support growth 

in the gaming industry. 
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2. Government should support an ecosystem that can support the servicing of international 

productions, such as in the film industry. 

3. Learnings from the film industry in South Africa need to include how local artists and 

developers can be better protected in Government support of service industry - ie. the fact 

that many ‘upskilled’ producers and directors still need to leave the country to earn better 

and get recognition for their work, as DTI and Government support is still better aligned to 

strengthening international servicing than local production. 

4. Learnings from other industries need to made on copyright and ownership protection.  

Diversity and Transformation 

1. The South African industry is not racially or culturally diverse.   

→ Recommendations:  

1. Questions need to be asked on how a culture of African games and gaming can be better 

represented in an international gaming ecosystem that does not see either racial or gender 

diversity as a primary area of interest.  

2. Local and regional festivals and marketplaces should play a critical role in positioning African 

roles and African cultural diversity for the industry. 

3. A better understanding of what Johannesburg has to offer the gaming industry, will greatly 

improve the question of racial diversity. 

Distribution & Games to Market 

1. Mobile, PC, Console distribution models are still largely in contention and are research 

contradictory in the various studies. 

2. The role of Government and the Departments of Trade and Industry and Culture is unclear 

and unclarified.  

3. Hurdles of professionalisation, packaging and taking games to market are currently the 

largest in the African sector. 

→ Recommendations:  

1. Better research needs to be conducted on price and accessibility for the mobile market in 

relation to data costs.  

2. Better understanding of the primary hurdles that regional companies have for taking games 

to market needs to be aligned with strategic investment and government support.  

3. Copyright legislation and hurdles to licensing to international companies needs to be ratified.  

4. Regional and local Festival’s as marketplaces need to be highlighted, in addition to their 

ability to form networking and trade missions for the industry.  

5. Better research needs to be conducted on what African audiences want, and models need to 

be tested locally and regionally. 
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